June 18, 2014

Greetings!

Summer has almost officially started, but that doesn’t mean we are relaxing about preserving our healthcare freedom. I had the opportunity to speak and participate on a panel with other freedom loving doctors and professionals at the first AMAC Health Care Symposium, held in Washington D.C. earlier this month. Many of those participants continue to work hard for healthcare policy that is truly healthy for America, and all Americans.

On another front, please welcome Derek Dye, our latest BRI team member in charge of social media outreach. Derek has many contacts, especially on the east coast, and has already begun to work his knowledge of social media to BRI’s great benefit. Welcome, Derek!

We wish you all a glorious summer.

In liberty,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

Dr. Haynes part of an impressive line up at AMAC HC Symposium

We were excited at the prospect of BRI being part of the very first AMAC Health Care Symposium in Washington, D.C. June 9-10. We knew there would be an impressive line up of doctors, lawyers, policy experts and conservative politicians - and it was all that and much more. From Scott Gottlieb, a member of BRI’s Speaker Bureau to Arizona state Senator Kelli
OSU Debate on Organ Markets on BRI Website

The moment many of you have been waiting for! The OSU Debate video is now posted on our website.

**RESOLUTION:**

Would allowing organs market benefit both patients and donors?

We thank the industrious students at OSU for hosting this lively and informative debate.

Learn More

BRI Student Leader Corner: Prepare for Fall!

You’ve all worked hard for a well-earned summer, and we hope that you are enjoying it to the fullest. Yet summer is fleeting, and some of you may already be looking forward to planning a great BRI debate and event season. There are several things you can do now to hit the ground running come fall:

* Get a calendar of student organization fairs, or other student events on your campus and represent BRI there. Please notify National of all events so that we can put them on the BRI Calendar. The Event Notification Form can be found [here](#).
* Brainstorm with your members about possible debate topics, and what speakers you’d love to have. Planning for a fall debate should start now, and we are here to help!
* Review the [Handbook](#) which is almost all fully online now. We welcome your suggestions and feedback.
* Start planning your first event - ice breaker bbq, or large debate event. We’re here to support you.

Membership and donations

Support of medical freedom by becoming a BRI member or donor.

Join or Donate
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